Border crossing status infographic is a multi-lingual product that portrays the status of border crossings between Turkey and Syria on a biweekly basis. There are 20 border crossings between Turkey and Syria. The infographic shows the following:

1) Names of towns in English/Turkish/Arabic on Turkish side
2) Names of border crossing in English/Turkish/Arabic
3) Names of towns in English/Turkish/Arabic on Syrian side
4) Type of border control forces on Turkish and Syrian sides
5) Status of border crossing

The information in this map relates to humanitarian supplies only.

You can reach to online border crossing status dashboard: https://goo.gl/RdZK4K

**Data sources:** The data for this map has a limited number of sources, including inner and outer border actors. The data has not been independently verified by third party and is subject to errors or omissions. Due to fluidity of the conflict status is likely to change. The status of the crossing points represents the status for humanitarian shipments.

**Crossing-points status definition:**
- **Open:** Humanitarian, commercial and individual crossings are allowed. (no need to obtain permission for every movement taking place, regulations are flexible and long term permissions can be obtained – i.e. staff crossing list for one year)
- **Limited:** Permission from the authorities (the deputy or district governors) is required for every movement. Humanitarian, commercial and individual crossing.
- **Closed:** No movement allowed.

For feedback: please contact ocha@turkey@un.org